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“…when you are dead, you won’t talk or hear a thing 
anyhow, so why the fuss with funeral policies?”

Funeral cover lessens bereavement stress
Grief can be defined as the normal emotional 
suffering one experience in reaction to a loss.

Saying goodbye to loved ones needs to be special and 
memorable. It is against this reality that there is need 
for a reliable friend-funeral home to take your loved 
ones to their fi nal resti ng place, in peace. 



“

It is heart-warming greeti ngs from us at Vineyard Funeral 
Assurance as we launch your educati ve, inspiring and 
informati ve newslett er.

Vineyard Funeral Assurance has, without doubt been there for 
its friends to the last journey, true to its leitmoti f, Shamwari 
parwendo and like genuine friends always do, we have to 
communicate as we journey together.

Communicati on entails listening and as such, testi monies, 
suggesti ons and advice we have received from our clientele has 
spurred us into this publicati on, which is the Vineyard people’s 
voice. We should speak to each other.

This publicati on will address all perti nent questi ons about the 
Vineyard brand, its signifi cance and how you not aff ord not  be 
a part of it ,the eventuality of death and claim procedures as 
well as/what the company has been doing to keep afl oat in 
these diffi  cult ti mes.

Vineyard Times will come to you online and as hardcopy, every 
quarter. It will also be shared to our various partners’ platf orms. 
As a measure that spurs inclusivity and enhanced parti cipatory 
interacti on, we shall also strive to publish client’s testi monials 
in our next editi ons.

Till we meet again in the next publicati on, enjoy the reading!

…GET up and 
eat! 

Cheer up! I will 
get you The 
Vineyard!

”

Operations Manager
Rumbidzai Chikarango
Email: rumbidzai@vineyardfuneral.co.zw

Truly, 
there is 
need to 

cheer up 
for the 

Vineyard 
Times is 

here!

“

”
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In order to preserve value for your policies in this 
hyperinflationary environment, and in line with a 
desire to provide essential funeral services, we have 
reviewed our premiums effective 01 JULY 2020.

Communication shall be conveyed directly to 
policyholders through SMS and letters to Human 
Resources Managers – for group Stop Order 
companies.

The food allowance shall be increased in line with new 
premiums.

We appreciate your continued support

Do not hesitate to contact us for further clarity should 
you have any questions.

OF PREMIUM
INCREASE REVIEWS

NOTICE 
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Se�  ng up a vineyard is certainly no easy walk in the park.lt takes 
tenacity, dedicati on and vision for millions to ulti mately merry 
from the wine.

This is the story of Vineyard Funeral Assurance, a company started 
with a burning desire to turn funerals into celebrati ng life and avoid 
the double trouble, mourning the deceased and failing to feed the 
mourners or buy the coffi  n and other basics. 

Just like a farmer and his vineyard, from preparing the land to 
the shelves of top retail outlets across the world, Vineyard Funeral 
Assurance was started in a one-roomed offi  ce in Harare but has 
stretched wide and far with branches across Zimbabwe and sti ll 
spreading. 

Gone are the days where a funeral would be a burden to the 
community and close relati ves.

Back in the day, the whole community would congregate, sing 
funeral dirges, dance the night away upon the death of a loved one. 

Families would struggle to feed them and close friends, Masahwira, 
would then mobilise food and a bit of money from the village to bury 
a loved one.

Relati ves will be too worried to act on any provision, the neighbors 
clueless to help and such kind of desperati on is too ghastly to 
contemplate.

It doesn’t get any worse, the deceased needed fi nal carriage, 
buying of a burial stand, engagement of a funeral parlour for autopsy 
and morti cian procedures, a daunti ng task if one did not or does not 
have a funeral policy.

It was a sad cycle I observed ti me and again, it was desperati on and 
hopelessness but aft er ti me of meditati ng about how to change all 
that, the thought of Vineyard Funeral Assurance crossed the mind.

I asked myself whether it would be possible to ensure that people 
would mourn but weep no more. 

The questi ons l asked myself centered around providing service 
that would allow relati ves and friends to concentrate on paying 
last respect to loved one’s without fear of where the meals for the 
mourners would come from or cracking heads over who will buy the 
coffi  n and so on.

Could the deceased rest in peace and the family have peace of 
mind? These are the questi ons I asked myself as I meditated and the 
answer that kept on coming was a positi ve push.

Aft er a protracted fi ght, Vineyard Funeral Assurance was built and 
turning funerals into actual celebrati ons of life are being realized, 17 
years on. 

The name Vineyard Funeral Assurance came up to exude hope, 
fearlessness and peace of mind. Taking cognizance of this, we decided 
to make the company’s logo green to epitomise the true resti ng 
manor. 

In order to achieve this goal,  our main guiding blueprint  and 
principles became as follows:  

Vision:
To be the market leader in the provision of diversifi ed funeral 
assurance products and services, matching global standards and 
expectati ons.

Mission:
To provide aff ordable quality funeral assurance products and services 
to our customers.

Values:
• Courtesy with everyone
• Innovati veness to consistently meet the dynamic needs of our 

clients
• Dependability in the expectati ons we create
• Honesty in relati ng with others
• Respect for all stakeholders
• Integrity in our dealings
• Empatheti c with our clients
This is the lifeblood that runs through our veins as Vineyard family.
Vineyard Funeral Assurance has been experiencing massive growth 
with new markets and clients being secured. The journey has 
been made easier also by a selfl ess and dedicated team of young 
professionals. Through teamwork, Vineyard has achieved greater 
heights. Working as a team is a fundamental necessity in the inevitable 
success of an organisati on.

Years gone by, the company has managed to achieve so much as 
you will read in our new Vineyard Times. Vineyard prides itself in 
going that extra mile to give the best service to the client and ensure 
that the client is sati sfi ed, and gets value for their money.

I want to take this opportunity to appreciate all our stakeholders 
for your conti nued support in our brand over the years. Despite all 
the hard work we have put in, it can never be a success without your 
support.

Always remember, we produce fruits, and we endeavour to stay 
green hence being part of the Vineyard Family is the way to go.  

MAY GOD BLESS YOU.

“Se�  ng up a vineyard is certainly 
no easy walk”

The germination of 
Vineyard Funeral Assurance
The germination of 
Vineyard Funeral Assurance
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CONTACTS:
National Employment Council for the Funeral Industry

29 Pat Palmar Owen Drive, Mabelreign, HARARE. Tel: 0772 214 117 or 0716 341 734 or 0776 986 547
E-mail: info@necfi.co.zw Website:  www.necfi.co.zw

National Employment Council 
for the Funeral Industry

PROMOTING EQUITY & JUSTICE 
IN THE WORKPLACE
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The vineyard story:

Vineyard Funeral Assurance has since 2003, thanks 
to Dr Solomon Chikanda and his partners helped its 
valuable clients to celebrate a life well-lived with 

unique services that are personalized to their liking. 
Being a registered funeral assurer in terms of the Zimbabwean 
Insurance Act [Chapter 24:07], the company has never 
looked back since its inception as a services provider without 
the assurance aspect until 2002.

Without doubt, the company has become a force to reckon 
with in the funeral assurance market: being one of the few 
registered funeral assurance companies regulated by the 
Insurance and Pensions Commission.

With branches in Masvingo, Karoi, Kwekwe, Bulawayo and 
Bindura, and pursuing to open more in satellite towns in a 
bid to taking products and services closer to people, the 
company has occupied its fair space as a force to reckon with.

The company has been recognized for excellence in various 
disciplines. Following section exhibits how we have occupied 
our space at the top:

Marketers Association Super Brand Awards 2011 & 2012

17 Years of unmatched greatness
By Rumbidzai Chikarango In 2011 and 2012, the company won 1st and 2nd runners 

up positions in the funeral assurance category in the 
Marketers Association Super Brand Awards, a positive sign 
which announced the company’s entry onto the grand stage 
and affirmed the market’s confidence in its products and 
services. The Marketers Association Brands Awards is one 
of the most prestigious and sought after award given the 
top notch completion as well as brands associated with the 
noble award.

SMESs INTERNATIONAL EXPO GOLD MEDAL 2014
In 2014, the company scooped THE SMEs INTERNATIONAL 
EXPO GOLD MEDAL for overall pre-eminent display. The 
Award spoke volumes of Vineyard’s capabilities and its 
strategic position as the fastest growing funeral assurance 
company.

Most Innovative Sme 2015 & Best Emerging Funeral 
Services
In 2015 the company won the MOST INNOVATIVE SME of 
the year. During that same year the company bagged two 
prestigious awards at the Zimbabwe Business awards- and 
t h e esteemed BEST EMERGING 
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FUNERAL SERVICES COMPANY of the year award.
Outstanding Funeral Assurance Of The Year 2016-2nd   
Runner-Up 
Vineyard star continued to shine when the company bagged 
yet another gong, taking THE OUTSTANDING FUNERAL 
ASSURANCE OF THE YEAR 2016-2ND RUNNER UP AWARD at 
the prestigious Megafest National Business Awards held in 
Harare.

Zimbabwe Leadership Awards (Zila) For The Year 2016-2017
In February 2017, Vineyard Funeral Assurance scooped two 
business accolades at the prestigious Zimbabwe Leadership 
Awards (ZILA) for the year 2016, bringing the number of 
awards to four in one year.

At that time the company was already basking in the 
glory of having its Managing Director Dr Solomon Chikanda 
appointed as President to lead the Zimbabwe Association of 
Funeral Assurers. 

Funeral Assurance And Special Recognition Award 2017 

The company couldn’t have ended the 3rd quarter of the 
year anyhow better, without a new addition to its decorated 
cabinet; another new feather was added on the cap. A 
new addition in the name of FUNERAL ASSURANCE AND 
SPECIAL RECOGNITION AWARD based on public opinion poll 
conducted by Research Bureau International.

Zimbabwe Top Brand Customer Care Excellence Services 
Award 2018
As has become the norm, we began 2018 getting into the 
swing of things in style by scooping the Zimbabwe Top Brand 
Customer Care Excellence Services Award and named in the 
Zimbabwe Top 100 Business Brands 2017.

Listening, meeting and surpassing our customers’ 
expectations has always been our mandate.

 
Marketing Excellence Award-Funeral Assurance 2018
The latest to many of our prestigious awards, is the 
MARKETING EXCELLENCE–FUNERAL ASSURANCE 2nd Runner-
up Award won at BoldAds Events in Bulawayo.
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D r Chikanda has lived true to his mission, being a 
motivational speaker, business coach of note and 
providing decent burials to thousands of people 

in Zimbabwe, thanks to Vineyard Funeral Assurance, 
a company he founded in 2003, from the meekest of 
beginnings. 

Growing up in the remote district of Chivi in Masvingo 
Province, Dr Chikanda, now Managing Director of 
Vineyard Funeral Assurance and currently the Zimbabwe 
Association for Funeral Assurers (Zafa) president never 
imagined himself in such a business, being a soldier 
having been close to his heart for the better part of his 
life.

“As I was growing up, it was not really my dream to 
start a funeral. I wanted to be a soldier because I used 
to envy my cousin, Francis Chiwawa, who I had so much 
admiration for.”

He admits becoming an entrepreneur was no easy walk 
especially for a person from a humble past like his and a 
person who almost failed to write examinations because 
his bricklayer father had failed to pay for the fees.

Though the road has not been easy, Dr Chikanda 
continues to push, against all odds to overcome struggles 
associated with running business in a desperate economy.

The sixth born in a family of nine,  former Mavende 
Primary school and Kushinga secondary school student, 
found the going tough as a child as his father, in constant 
trouble with Asthma, could not meet the demands of 
fending for such a big family.

Under the circumstances, Dr Chikanda said, ironically 
like his childhood dream, to soldier on, and that he did.

 “Financial challenges were quite severe and I almost 
failed to write my Junior Certificate until my father 
borrowed money from a relative and I had to pay the 
examination fee on the last day,” Dr Chikanda said in an 
interview with Vineyard Times. 

Just like all the young men and women from the village, 
Dr Chikanda found himself in the capital, Harare, carrying 
huge dreams that had to come true.

He briefly worked at Timber Wholesale Centre, whilst 

he enrolled for a sales course at a local college.
“I worked at Timber Wholesale Centre for less than a 

year and it was also the time that I enrolled for a sales 
course at a local college and from there  I also joined the 
marketing team, later on the funeral industry,” he said. 

His sister, Dr Chikanda added, also had a positive 
influence in shaping his destiny in the funeral assurance 
sector after he heard her talk of insurance matters, where 
her boss was working. 

“I immediately fell in love with insurance matters,” he 
added.

With his partner, Stephen Muteura, Dr Chikanda started 
a coffin shop Life Care Funeral Assurance which later gave 
birth to Vineyard Funeral Assurance. 

“We started from a very humble beginning, the smallest 
that you can think of, and it was a small office along 
Mbuya Nehanda Street. We grew from there.”

The company has managed to open branches in 
Masvingo, Kwekwe, Karoi, Bindura, Bulawayo and plans 
are still afoot to open more branches in every town and 
city countrywide in order to align the company with its 
vision of covering every corner of the country due to the 
peculiar nature of its service which is a certainty.

 The company also intends to open satellite offices at 
growth points in line with this expansion thrust. 

Starting a funeral company comes with difficulties; it 
cannot easily be accepted especially by families as people 
still think anything associated with death is weird.

And true to that, Dr Chikanda recounts his family’s 
reaction when he started a funeral company.

“My mother considered it a weird and scary business. 
She was troubled and even asked what was wrong with 
me. However, her mind was to change when a fellow 
villager passed on at Parirenyatwa Hospital and because 
the family was poor and on the brink of a pauper’s burial, 
we came to the rescue.”

“I took responsibility of giving a decent burial. We had 
to take him to the village for proper burial and it was after 
the family of the deceased went to thank my mother that 
she began to appreciate the work. It impacted a lot on me 

…Up close and personal 
with Dr Chikanda

“My number one mission is to impact lives and I want to be remembered for giving 
people decent burials. It is through this company which had humble beginnings.”
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because at least my mother appreciated,” he said. 
Dr Chikanda holds a Master of Strategic Management 

(MSU), a Bachelor of Business Administration (BBA) 
in Marketing Management (IMM),  a Diploma in 
Insurance (Insurance Institute of Zimbabwe), 
Diploma in Financial Accounting (Institute of 
Administration and Commerce), Diploma in 
Leadership and Management and Executive 
Certificate in Strategic Public Relations 
and Business Promotion (UZ) and has 
also attended several high profile staff 
development courses on business 
leadership and corporate governance.

Due to his sterling work, Dr Chikanda 
was in 2015 accorded a befitting Honorary 
Doctorate of Humane Letters Degree by the 
International Institute of Philanthropy. He 
was also conferred Top Managing Director 
of the year 2015 award by the Zimbabwe 
Business Awards and Top Business Leader of 
the year 2016 Award for visionary leadership 
by the Zimbabwe Business Leadership Awards 
and the latest Outstanding Entrepreneur of the 
Year 2019-Goldwinner by Megafest Leadership 
Awards.

He is the current President for Zimbabwe Association 
of Funeral Assurers (ZAFA) and he also sits o n 
the following boards in an executive 
capacity in the Insurance Industry - 
Insurance Institute of Zimbabwe 
(IIZ), Zimdart Accountancy 
(Chairman), Board Chairman of 
the National Employment Council 
for the Funeral Industry (NECFI)

Dr Chikanda says he draws 
inspiration and courage to continue 
aiming high from the quote of an 
American author and entrepreneur, 
Brian Koslow: “If you nurture your 
mind, body and spirit, your time 
will expand. You will gain a new 
perspective that will allow you to 
accomplish much more”. 

He also owes his 
determination and character 
to renowned motivational 
speaker Milton Kamwendo 
whom he says shaped him.

“Milton Kamwendo’s book 
titled ‘It ’s time to Unleash 
your Greatness’ shaped my 
destiny and I remember after 
reading the book I called 
him to explain some of 
the things that he had not 
elaborated” 

As a parting shot, Dr 
Chikanda said: “Every 
step discarded is 
another step forward!”

Dr Chikanda holds a Master of Strategic Management 
(MSU), a Bachelor of Business Administration (BBA) 
in Marketing Management (IMM),  a Diploma in 
Insurance (Insurance Institute of Zimbabwe), 
Diploma in Financial Accounting (Institute of 

Certificate in Strategic Public Relations 

of Funeral Assurers (ZAFA) and he also sits o n 

capacity in the Insurance Industry - 

(Chairman), Board Chairman of 

aiming high from the quote of an 

reading the book I called 
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”…when you are dead, you won’t talk or hear a thing anyhow, so why the fuss with funeral policies?”

By Rumbidzai Chikarango

bereavement stress
Funeral cover lessens

The old adage “as sure as death” is an apt summation that 
death is a reality of life.

In many societies, especially in the African context, death is 
the proverbial elephant in the room – a subject deliberately 
shunned in social discourses yet it should be deliberated upon 
because it is inescapable.

Its devastating effects transcends across global boarders where 
it robs families of their loved ones, leaving a trail of heartache, 
unimaginable pain and tears in its wake.

The realisation that the one close to your heart has been 
subtracted from your life forever is a heart wrenching feeling 
that might take ages to heal.

However, what aggravates the pain in some circumstances is 
the inability to accord your loved one a decent send off.

If the inevitable arrival of death is not adequately prepared for, 
the process of organising a funeral becomes cumbersome which 
often results in clashes between relatives as people contend over 
the least expensive means to complete the funeral proceedings.

All the tension and drama that usually characterise some 
funerals can easily be abated if people take time to plan ahead, 
invest in funeral policies knowing that one day, their place among 
the living will not be found.

The planning is premised on the fact that death operates in 

mysterious ways, no wonder why it is likened to a thief in the 
night which strikes when one least expects it.

Therefore, people should take time to strongly ponder over 
the future because in the words of one wise man: “preparation 
time is never wasted time.”

Today’s funerals are being modelled into celebrations of lives 
well lived and to arrange that comes with sizeable financial 
implications.

Family members may do their part to give their loved one 
a decent burial but if they are financially incapacitated, it is 
advisable to contact funeral policy providers in advance.

An individual can take up his or her funeral policy from a 
preferred provider and this can chip in and do all the donkey 
work on behalf of the family while providing tailor made services 
in line with the monthly premiums that were being paid.

A funeral policy also provides one with the opportunity 
to choose his or her resting unit and type of funeral, that is a 
simpler traditional funeral or a contemporary funeral.

These services are provided by professionals who take away 
the energy sapping burden of arranging a funeral from an already 
grieving family and make it their own.

We might be in an inflationary environment, but taking up a 
funeral policy cover that is in line with your income goes a long 
way in according yourself a decent burial or ensuring that the 
funeral of your loved one is not  a burden.
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Death is an inevitable reality and it remains an indefinite 
certainty. 

Saying goodbye to loved ones needs to be special and 
memorable. It is against this reality that there is need for 
a reliable friend-funeral home to take your loved ones to 
their final resting place, in peace. 
As per every human desire, affording loved ones a befitting 
sendoff is a perfect opportunity to express love. It is also 
a necessary requisite to be at peace with the memories of 
the departed.
A lot of questions have been raised on why people should 
invest in preparing for death by having policies and the 
following are the reasons why becoming a part of Vineyard 
family is the best decision ever and one will never regret:
 
Tailor made policies to suit every clientele
Vineyard Funeral Assurance provides wide ranges of 
assurance products or funeral plans that are tailor made to 
cater for the different clientele in their various groupings 
and are based on explicitly calculated premium rates 
which guarantee promised funeral benefits. They include 
the flagship DECAVINE PLAN. The plan covers   10 people 
under one policy and has proven to be a favorite for many 
as it, like all our packages, remain affordable and stands 
stuck with principles of Ubuntu that recognizes family 
unions in good or bad times, the spirit of sticking together 
for better or for worse.  

The STEMP PLAN (State Employees Package)
As the name speaks for itself, the STEMP plan is specifically 
for the country’s dedicated Civil Servants, catering 
for nurses, doctors, teachers, soldiers, police and all 
government employees. Yet another affordable plan that 
has become the darling of many.  

Why it’s worth being

The ZUNDE PLAN 
The empathetic management of Vineyard pursues a 
none elitist business approach that is inclusive and where 
everyone fit and can afford. For our rural clientele, we 
have something for them as a reliable friend and that is 
the ZUNDE Plan. It is meant to cover villages or chiefdoms 
with each family contributing its own premium. 

                                                        

The BELIEVERS PLAN for the Churches
Churches  many at times lose their members to death 
when there is no funeral plan at all, giving the burial 
responsibilities to church leaders when they least were 
prepared. Believer’s Plan is here to announce the takeover 
of the burden from church leaders. 
The SMES PLAN (Small to Medium Enterprises). Now 
that approximately more than 95% of Zimbabweans are 
employed in the informal sector and just as we have a 
plan for everyone, we also have the SMEs plan for them. 
Our vendors, our small scale manufacturers, farmers and 
mine workers etc., we care for you and we have a plan for 
you.  

  
                                                                            

part of Vineyard family 
By Rumbidzai Chikarango
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Remarkable Short Waiting Period 
Vineyard allows you to take control and protect yourself 
and those you love with only three months waiting 
period for the immediate family and six months for the 
dependants and thereafter cover commences.

Efficient Ambulance Services 
Death knows no time or limits, even at the oddest time you 
can think of it can come knocking. As such our Ambulance 
services is available 24/7 for that emergency need of body 
removal from place of death to the mortuary

Mortuary Services 
We cannot talk of funeral policies without mention of the 
mortuary. Vineyard has state- of -the art mortuary facilities 
for body storage, washing, dressing and embalming.
 
Meticulous Chapel Services
Vineyard allows bereaved family and friends to remember 
and honour their loved one in a special way at one central 
gathering place- the Chapel and to render support to one 
another

Adorable Hearse transport                                                                                                                         
Vineyard has a fleet of modern Hearses, driven by 
professionals who are ready to provide the befitting send 
-off to places of burial for your dearly departed.
 
Mourners transport
Not forgetting that the bereaved cannot mourn on their 
own, we value the importance of having friends, colleagues, 
church members, neighbours all accompanying a hearse 
to the final resting place to be a great comfort. As such we 
provide buses (Mourners Transport) for your convenience.

Churches many at times lose their members to death 
when there is no funeral plan at all, giving burrial 
responsibilities to church leaders when they least  were 
prepared. Beliver’s Plan is here to announce the 
takeover of the burden from church leaders.

Grave Equipment 
(lowering machine devices, flowers, tents and chairs)
We have well calibrated grave equipment aimed at lowering 
coffins of the dearly departed ones in a dignified manner 
with a semblance of comfort and respect

Affordable Premiums 
Funeral policy is only supposed to let you prepare for the 
inevitable with peace of mind and much joy and NOT let 
you say goodbye to your wallet. With this in mind, our 
mandate is to ensure that your loved ones are accorded 
dignified and hassle free burials with our policy premium 
that comes in with much affordability.

Don’t hesitate to call our offices throughout the country 
for clarity and assistance on any information you want 
with regard to having a funeral cover of your choice, for 
at Vineyard we have a comprehensive range of them tailor 
made to suit all our different clientele.
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Meet Vineyard staff in pictures
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GRAPPLING
with the ‘new normal’- COVID-19

TO DATE: 
Zimbabwe 

has more than 
1000 confirmed 

coronavirus 
cases and more 
than 20 deaths.

By Staff Writer

For those working in the funeral industry, it is normal for 
mourners to shake hands, hug or do all manner of contact 
to console each other after the death of a loved one.

All this may just have ended in 2020.
In November 2019, a new virus hit the globe from China and 

has ravaged almost every country under the sun.
The epidemic has become known as Coronavirus disease 

of 2019, (COVID-19) and has been characterised as a global 
pandemic by the World Health Organisation.

It has indeed been disruptive on the social, political and even 

economic front and a ‘new normal’ has been ushered.
With the uncertainty over when the virus will be gone and 

social distancing measures set to remain in place for some time, 
the time can never be any other than this to accept and adapt to 
the changes brought about by this pandemic.

Many areas worldwide, Zimbabwe included, are now taking 
preventive measures that limit movement, boarder restrictions, 
mandatory use of Personal Protective Equipment (PPE), 
increased cleaning and hygiene habits. All this has caused a 
sense of disruption to the status quo on the way people live 
their routine lives. This has given us massive wake-up calls and a 
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reminder that we ought to adapt and roll 
with the punches of the ‘new normal.’

In short the world has turned upside-
down!

In Zimbabwe, over the past 4 months 
since the start of the nationwide 
lockdown, there has been a spike in 
Coronavirus confirmed cases, and the 
lockdown period has been extended 
indefinitely. Lockdown has seen 
closure of schools, informal markets, 
all entertainment places, prohibition 
of gathering s and introduction of new 
curfew for the movements, etc

To date, Zimbabwe has more than 1 
000 confirmed coronavirus cases and 
more than 20 deaths.

In light of the glaring crisis, 2020 has 
been a watershed year of mankind but 
one’s health must not be. As Vineyard 
Funeral Assurance we value all our key 
stakeholders and your safety is of utmost 
importance to us.

Ensuring your well-being and mitigating 
the spread and chances of contracting 
the deadly virus is our priority in the 
‘new normal’ and as such, we have taken 
the following precautionary measures:

In order to limit human contact as 
much as possible, we have minimised 
the number of walk in clients to all our 
offices, to allow only those seeking 
claims processing services. In addition, 
mandatory hygienic measures including 
sanitization of hands, wearing of masks 
and social distancing have been put 
in place and our security team are 
very vigilant in making sure everyone 
complies. 

We encourage you all to utilise our 
online proposal form on the website, 
communication through telephone 
and social media platforms (Facebook, 
Twitter, Instagram) for other services 
such as joining funeral cover.

Furthermore, it is important to note 
that policy payment remains vital to 
avoid the policy from lapsing. Hence it 
is advisable that all policy payments be 
done through mobile platforms: ONE-
MONEY Biller code 18028, ECOCASH 
Biller code 29017, bank transfers and 
PAY-NOW if you are outside the country.

Chapel and mourners transport 
services have been temporarily 
suspended and cash in lieu will be paid.

The following are additional 
precautions that you and your family can 
take:
• Frequent hand washing using soap 

or an alcohol-based hand rub
• Respiratory hygiene (cover mouth and nose  with a flexed elbow or tissue  when 

coughing or sneezing . dispose of used tissue immediately into a closed bin)
• Avoid close contact with anyone who has cold or flu-like symptoms (social distance)
• Regular clean and disinfect frequently touched surfaces e.g. doorknobs, light 

switches, countertops e.t.c.
• Seek medical care early if you or your child has developed similar symptoms
• Stay home if you are sick, except to get medical care 
Most affected people will develop a wide range of mild to severe symptoms and we 
always should stay alert to the following 
symptoms:
• Fever or chills
• Dry cough and 
• Shortness of breath / breathing difficulties.         
• Tiredness or fatigue
COVID-19 is real, let us all stay safe!
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A funeral assurance claim is a formal request by a policyholder 
or claimant to a funeral company for compensation for loss 
or death of an entitled person. This is one of the important 

stages of a funeral assurance contract as the client or policyholder 
gets to receive the promised services and benefits. Likewise, for the 
funeral assurance company, it’s the time to honour the promise. 
After receiving the claim, the funeral assurance company validates 
the claim and, once approved, issues payment to the insured or an 
approved interested party on behalf of the insured.
In the event of a death of a person entitled to funeral assurance 
policy benefits, the first step is to quickly notify Vineyard Funeral 
Assurance within 48 hours.

Death in the Home
The requirement of the Zimbabwean law states that, if death occurs 
in the home it should firstly be reported to the nearest police 
station so as to ascertain the causes of death prior to body removal. 
Thereafter, the policyholder or the claimant should notify the police 
of the existence of a funeral policy, and at that same time, Vineyard 
should be contacted for body removal procedures to take place.

Death in the hospital
If a death occurs in the hospital, it is the responsibility of the hospital 
staff to notify the hospital police post and the relatives of the 
deceased to confirm if there is the existence of a funeral policy. Once 
confirmed, the relatives should then immediately notify Vineyard 
for body removal from the hospital mortuary to its mortuary.

Documents required 
After receiving the notification, Vineyard reserves the right to make 
inquiries or investigations so as to certain that the deceased person 
was covered under the policy and due to receive cover and shall 
be entitled to request for any supporting documents that includes:
1. Policy document 
2. National Identity card of the deceased person or birth 

certificate for minors
3. Burial order or notice of death. It is issued by the registrar of 

the district where the person died 
4. Other authentic documents validated by either medical doctor, 

police or letter from the chief or headman

Funeral assurance 
claims procedures
“What to do when death comes knocking”

Service provision
After presentation of these documents and completion of the 
verification process, Vineyard Services Department through 
consultation with the deceased family members, then provides 
the funeral services with the guidance of the policy documents 
contents - selected policy type and benefits that falls under. These 
include resting unit (coffin/casket) type, mourners transport, food 
allowance etc.
In the event that funeral services have been sought elsewhere, 
Vineyard pays a Cash in lieu  (Sum assured) to the bereaved family 
and this nullifies all other benefits stated in the policy

Our contact lines to make your claim:
0719 750 766/ 0719 753 072/ 0719 753 070/ 
0242 756 077/ 0772 721 962

By Elton Tanaka Ngwerume
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CONTACTS:
Zimbabwe Association of Funeral Assurers (ZAFA)

29 Pat Palmar Owen Drive, Mabelreign, HARARE. Tel: 0772 214 117 or 0716 341 734 or 0776 986 547
E-mail: zafaoffice@gmail.com

Zimbabwe Association 
of Funeral Assurers 

“Shaping the funeral assurance industry 
for better service.”
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Grief can be defined as the normal emotional suffering 
one experience in reaction to a loss.  From deep 
sadness, shock or anger to disbelief, all these are 

often the experiences one may experience as the response 
to the loss. Hence the reason why grieving the loss of a 
loved one is the most challenging moment.

Death is the final destination we all shall take and no one 
has ever escaped. No-matter how much prepared one may 
be no one wants to die or lose a loved one because death 
leaves a heartache no one can heal. This has often taught 
many that one can never know the true value of a moment 
until it becomes a memory.

Depending on how substantial the loss was the healing 
process differs- for some the process may happen gradually 
and cannot be hurried, whilst for others it can be sudden. 
Whichever the case maybe, it should be noted that there’s 
no right or wrong way to grieve as it varies on individuality 
basis but what matters is to let the process unfold in a 
healthy way.

Healthy grieving process 

1 Acceptance
The first step is acceptance and being at peace with 
what happened. The failure to grieve the loss of a part 

of yourself or a change of lifestyle can lead one to get stuck 

Grief: coping with
the loss of a loved one

Staff Writer and fail to make the necessary developmental leap to the 
next part of your life.  However failure to accept the loss, 
often leads to grief stricken individual who face greater 
risk of suffering from depressions or post-traumatic stress 
disorder. 

2 Stay in touch with loved ones
Often people may choose to isolate themselves after 
losing a loved one and this is not healthy as it disrupts 

the healing process. It is advisable to talk to colleagues/
friends who can provide support. Sometimes in life we 
just need someone who will be there for us, listen and 
understand. 

3 Eat healthy
The grieving process often takes a toll on one’s body 
and it is important to make efforts to take good care 

of own self through continuing nutritious and regular eating 
habits plus getting enough rest.

4 Seek professional guidance
Professional guidance is vital if one is having troubles 
getting past the grief. Prolonged grief has major 

effects on the physical and emotional health. Often at times 
on of the effects are anxiety disorders. However with some 
professional gentle guidance, you can get on with your life 
and still enjoy your wonderful memories.






